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Published May 16, 2006 - 05:11 PM I'm sure I posted it before, but I can't find it... Does anyone know where I can get a Barcrest Service Guide?? I managed to find the Red Gaming MPU5 guide, but would love the Barcrest version to go with my machine. Where can I get one? I would even be willing to buy one, but I sent an email to
Barcrest asking and it was ignored. Does anyone know where I can get one? I don't have much need for this, but as I work in Technical Support, I wanted to know everything I have and just wanted to have a copy of the Service Guide, on occasion. John posted May 16, 2006 - 05:16 PM what machine you actually have, as most guide bars
are specific to each machine. Baz posted May 16, 2006 - 05:33 PM I should be getting HotStuff, but even if I could get one for any of the clones, I would be happy... I've seen a guide to Ebay that seems to be a generic Barcrest MPU5 version (just like the Reds game one I have). But I resent paying them for it, since someone is just
photocopying and selling it... John posted 16 May 2006 - 05:48 PM I will try and you one on Wednesday. Baz posted 16 May 2006 - 06:39 PM Thank you very much. That's very kind of you John posted 04 June 2007 - 02:41 PM Can I have copied barcrest MPU5 Service Guide please? Where can I get one? I would have even been willing
to buy one, but I called Barcest and it was ignored. Does anyone know where I can get one? I work in the Fruit Machine Repair Service, I wanted to know everything I have and just wanted to have a copy of the Maintenance Manual, in case. Can anyone kindly help. David Posted 04 June 2007 - 03:18 PM De Jau Wu? Or (how is Ebay)
the original copied and changed for your own needs? Sounds like an interesting copy ... Maybe Legit maybe scanned Ebay and saw the price they were selling for... who knows, sorry PD44 I'm a skeptic. Someone may be able to help you here. Good luck. P.S. You haven't read the PREVIOUS post?????????? You need a STATE
machine as most Barcrest Guides are specific to the machine! Not every pet in pet society is sweet and innocent.... Published 04 June 2007 - 05:37 PM Can I have copied Barcrest MPU5 Service Guide, please? Where can I get one? I would have even been willing to buy one, but I called Barcest and it was ignored. Does anyone know
where I can get one? I work in the Fruit Machine Repair Service, I wanted to know everything I have and just wanted to have a copy of the Maintenance Manual, in case. Can anyone kindly help. David You work in the Fruit Repair Machine Service, but you don't need any insets and exits. I don't understand you., what's the point of working
in fruit repair If you need a book to repair the car. Tell you that, I'll send you my AA guide that should contain relevant information. What's your address guy. Guy. Yippee Ki Ya Kimasabi.. Published June 04, 2007 - 07:16 PM, what machine do you need it??? And which company do you work for?? Baz posted 15 June 2008 - 03:05 PM hi
guys I was wondering if anyone could help me, I just got my first car and it seems to be paying loads and I would turn the volume up as its very low. I tried to look for where I could get a guide, but without a result, I got sent to this forum, so thought I would try my luck here. Thank you in advance. Ron posted 15 June 2008 - 03:14 PM hello
guys I was wondering if anyone could help me, I just got my first car and it seems to be paying out loads and I would turn the volume up as its very low.i tried to look for where I can get a guide, but without a result, I got sent to this forum so thought I would try my luck here.thanks. ronRon, it will help a lot if you said that the machine you
have! Published June 15, 2008 - 03:25 PM he makes son of dracula . In his post headline Baz posted June 15, 2008 - 03:28 PM he makes son of dracula .in his post headingbazoops ...... Sorry spunkyuk posted 15 June 2008 - 03:29 PM oops...... Sorry spunkyukPS Baz, selling flyers ... they downloaded lol posted 15 June 2008 - 03:32
PM don't worry, I still have loads. it's just loads of my duplicates. Will keep the flyer to boot targets hidden. Baz posted 15 June 2008 - 03:34 PM Don't worry, I still loads.these are just loads of my duplicates.will will keep the flyer to boot the targets hid away.bazI almost made a bet until I saw who the seller was lol posted 15 June 2008 -
04:08 PM yes it was the son of the brawler from barcrest.any ideas where I could get a guide from myself. ron Posted 15 June 2008 - 07:32 PM MPU5 Service Guide: MPU Mecca Published 15 June 2008 - 07:36 PM I'm sure I've posted this before, but I can't find it... Does anyone know where I can get a Barcrest Service Guide?? I
managed to find the Red Gaming MPU5 guide, but would love the Barcrest version to go with my machine. Where can I get one? I would even be willing to buy one, but I sent an email to Barcrest asking and it was ignored. Does anyone know where I can get one? I don't have much need for this, but as I work in Technical Support, I
wanted to know everything I have and just wanted to have a copy of the Service Guide, on occasion. Jonthem to guides basically the same red gaming just edited the manual for things like when the cans are full it will be a payout of up to 60 pounds was like a barcrest payout at 75 lol I use the red gaminh one for my machine and my
barcrest machines my YoutubeRest in the barcrest world of Barcrest! Get Out Gambling on March 3, 2012 Posted June 2008 - 07:53 PM hi guys I was wondering if anyone could help me, I just got my first car and it seems to be paying loads and I would turn the volume up as like very low.i tried to look for where I can get a guide, but
without a result, I got sent to this forum so thought I would try my luck here.thanks in advance. ronYou need to keep the second or third retention button down then turn the refill key to change the volume of Hi im new here and ive owned the gambling machine for almost a year, but I've never looked inside it as I just used to keep it on
freeplay for fun, but now im actually trying to set up some settings for it and im not very far away as no manual has ever been included. His club Golden Casino Bellfruit game, its OLD style one since 1996 I think he said on the inside, I know it can set the price and jackpot for any of the following: 5p/75 10p/100 20p/250 25p/200 but I don't
know how to make any of them like I said, I have no manuals and there were some parts of the display on the inside of the machine that mentioned these prices. If there's any information I can give to get help with this sick go get it, but that's all I know from the top of my head. Hi im new here and I've owned a gambling machine for almost
a year, but I've never looked inside it as I just used to keep it on freeplay for fun, but now im actually trying to set up some settings for it and im not very far away as no guide has ever been included. BARCREST MPU5 TECHNICAL SERVICE MANUALYou also needs to choose one of the set settings you've created and you're ready to go.
To test the slideshow function, we used the vacation photo folder (1. MPU5 Chassis This document is published as basic marketing information within ITAR or as advertising printed materials according to EAR, if necessary. Page 1 of 3 - Where I Can Get a Barcrest MPU5 Service Guide - posted in real fruit machines: I'm sure I've posted
this before, but I can't find it. Does anyone know where I can get a Barcrest Service Guide?? User Guide His Club Golden Casino by Bellfruit Games, its OLD style one since 1996 I think he said on the inside, I know it can set the price and jackpot for any of the following: 5p/75 10p/100 20p/250 25p/200 but I don't know how to make any of
them like I said, I have no manuals and there were some parts of the display on the inside of the machine that mentioned these prices. If there's any information I can give to get help with this sick go get it, but that's all I know from the top of my head. Thanks to Try DADs (click my SIG below), there's loads of guides and Personality mat
packages, welcome to FE too. And a little more. BETTING AND PRIZES KEY (8 WAY, NO 15 / NO 25) / POSTING INFORMATION CRAZY FRUIT NOS 5 AND DIL SWITCH 1 AND 3 ON 2 AND 4 FROM WIRED LINKS 1 AND 3 5 REMAINING AS BELOW. Prize Switch (General Pin 1) DIL SW 4 DIL SW 3 DIL SW 2 DIL SW 1 JACKPOT
Pin 5 Pin 4 Pin 3 Pin 2 0 0 0 1 3.00 Cash 0 0 1 0 0 4 euros .0 00 Cash 1 0 0 0 0 5.00 Euro Cash 0 0 0 1 1 6.00 Cash 0 1 0 0 6.00 Token 0 1 0 1 8.00 euros 0 1 1 0 8.00 Token 0 1 1 1 10.00 Cash 1 0 0 0 1 15.00 Euro Cash 1 0 1 0 0 25.00 Cash Breakers (Common Pin 9) DIL SW 7 DIL SW 6 D IL SW 5 DIL SW 8 PLAY VALUE Pin6 Pin 7
Pin 8 n/c 0 0 0 0 0 5P Play 0 0 1 0 10P Play 0 1 0 20P Play 0 1 1 0 25P Play 1 0 0 0 30P Play. Hi, I have an ATM when the device is turned on, nothing happens, mpu5 got -12v and 34v led, but nothing more, I looked at the board to check the different statuses of the led and as far as I can see all of them, it could be a power problem, or a
map of the dead, anyone knows what/where I could look to see if I can find a fault, I have 2 power. And both leave in the same condition, I am tempted to say its not PSU. Thank you, August 18, 2014. Hold the power button for 15 seconds. To reset the system. Try to remove each panel that opens and check on the broken pieces of paper
recycle system by reinstalling the software again. If you get error codes, then follow this We have to clear these codes of errors stored in the NVRAM printer or memory! Turn off the printer and the PC associated with it. User Guide Pdf Remove the data cable and reinstall the software for this printer, press and hold the power button on the
printer for 15 seconds and then connect the printer after installing the software successfully. This process will clear the error codes you keep getting. January 29, 2011 . This is a mistake that points to a problem with the Assembly of the Logical Council. Fitbit Charge 2 Guide Pdf It's probably not worth fixing, with printer prices pretty low.
According to the MP800 Service Guide: 2-2. Service call errors (by cyclical flashing in orange (Alarm LED) and green (COPY button), or LED Lit alarm in orange) The error call service is indicated by the number of LED alarm cycles and the COPY button flashing, and the corresponding error code is displayed on the LCD. Lcd. barcrest
mpu5 manual pdf. barcrest mpu5 manual download. barcrest mpu5 technical service manual. barcrest mpu5 service manual. barcrest mpu5 fruit machine manual
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